
Quick Questions
1. Find and copy a word which means changing. 

       

2. What is the main point of the second paragraph? 

  

  

3. Why has the author written ‘don’t delay’ in the 
final paragraph? 

  

  

4. How long does it take the Ultimate Umbrella Hat 
to turn from a normal hat into an umbrella hat? 

  

The Ultimate Umbrella Hat
Are you fed up with walking in the glorious spring sunshine 
one minute, only to be drenched by a dreaded April shower 
the next? Well, worry no more!

Meet our new spring-loaded, fully-automatic Ultimate 
Umbrella Hat! At the first spot of rain, the Ultimate Umbrella 
Hat springs into action, quickly converting from a normal 
hat into an umbrella hat in less than three seconds. 

Not only does the Ultimate Umbrella Hat keep your 
entire body dry in those rainy situations, its self-drying 
technology means that you won’t ever need to worry about 
finding somewhere to hang your sopping rain clothes  
ever again. 

Don’t delay: buy your Ultimate Umbrella Hat today!
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Answers
1. Find and copy a word which means changing. 

converting 

2. What is the main point of the second paragraph? 
Accept answers which relate to the paragraph 
describing the product, such as: The main point 
of the second paragraph is to explain how the 
hat works. 

3. Why has the author written ‘don’t delay’ in the 
final paragraph? 
Accept answers which mention the author to 
communicate urgency to the customer, such  
as: The author has written ‘don’t delay’ in 
the final paragraph because all the Ultimate 
Umbrella Hats may have sold out if you don’t 
buy one quickly. 

4. How long does it take the Ultimate Umbrella Hat 
to turn from a normal hat into an umbrella hat? 
It takes less than three seconds. 

The Ultimate Umbrella Hat
Are you fed up with walking in the glorious spring sunshine 
one minute, only to be drenched by a dreaded April shower 
the next? Well, worry no more!

Meet our new spring-loaded, fully-automatic Ultimate 
Umbrella Hat! At the first spot of rain, the Ultimate Umbrella 
Hat springs into action, quickly converting from a normal 
hat into an umbrella hat in less than three seconds. 

Not only does the Ultimate Umbrella Hat keep your 
entire body dry in those rainy situations, its self-drying 
technology means that you won’t ever need to worry about 
finding somewhere to hang your sopping rain clothes  
ever again. 

Don’t delay: buy your Ultimate Umbrella Hat today!
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